RV Langseth – Offsets Configuration
MGL0807 – Holbrook II
Configuration A

Stern of vessel 5m aft of NRP

Gun umbilicals towed from aft vane booms

All gun umbilicals 132m from stern

Bridle attached to inner aft D-rings on streamer deck, 6m apart

Streamer Bridle legs 15.65m

Lead-in grip for bridle attachment 115m from bell housing

Streamer lead-in ~125m overall from stern to bell housing

Head Stretch, 30m under load

Lead-in Bell Housing, STU

Anthony Johnson, 2008-04-16
ajohnson@ldeo.columbia.edu
RV Langseth – Tow Configuration
MGL0807 – Holbrook II
Configuration B

Stern of vessel 5m aft of NRP

Gun umbilicals towed from aft vane booms

All gun umbilicals 132m from stern

Bridle attached to inner aft D-rings on streamer deck, 6m apart

Streamer Bridle legs 15.65m

Lead-in grip for bridle attachment 115m from bell housing

Streamer lead-in 175m overall from stern to bell housing

Float tow point 15m from bell housing

Float tow rope 8.2m long
PV2000 float used

Head Stretch 30m under load

Lead-in Bell Housing, STU
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